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Abstract. Electronic inter-organizational relationships are governed by contracts
regulating their interaction. It is necessary to run-time monitor the contracts, as
to guarantee their fulfillment as well as the enforcement of penalties in case of vi-
olations. The present work shows how to obtain a run-time monitor for contracts
written inCL, a formal specification language which allows to write conditional
obligations, permissions and prohibitions over actions. We first give a trace se-
mantics forCL which formalizes the notion ofa trace fulfills a contract. We show
how to obtain, for a given contract, an alternating Büchi automaton which accepts
exactly the traces that fulfill the contract. This automatonis the basis for obtaining
a finite state machine which acts as a run-time monitor forCL contracts.

1 Introduction

Internet inter-business collaborations, virtual organizations, and web services, usually
communicate through service exchanges which respect an implicit or explicit contract.
Such a contract must unambiguously determine correct interactions, and what are the
exceptions allowed, or penalties imposed in case of incorrect behavior.

Legal contracts, as found in the usual judicial or commercial arena, may serve as
basis for defining such machine-orientedelectronic contracts(or e-contracts for short).
Ideally, e-contracts should be shown to be contradiction-free both internally, and with
respect to the governing policies under which the contract is enacted. Moreover, there
must be a run-time system ensuring that the contract is respected. In other words, con-
tracts should be amenable to formal analysis allowing both static and dynamic verifica-
tion, and therefore written in a formal language. In this paper we are interested in the
run-time monitoring of electronic contracts, and not in thestatic verification of their
consistency or conformance with policies.

CL, introduced in [17], is an action-based formal language tailored for writing e-
contracts, and it has the following properties: (1) Avoids the most common philosoph-
ical paradoxes of deontic logic; (2) Has a formal semantics given in terms of Kripke
structures; (3) It is possible to express in the language (conditional) obligations, permis-
sion and prohibition over concurrent actions; (4) It is possible to expresscontrary-to-
duty obligations(CTD) andcontrary-to-prohibitions(CTP). Both constructions specify
the obligation/prohibition to be fulfilled and which is thereparation/penaltyto be ap-
plied in case of violation.

⋆ The appendix is for reviewing purpose only and should not be regarded as part of the paper.
⋆⋆ E-mail:kyas@ifi.uio.no andcristi@ifi.uio.no andgerardo@ifi.uio.no
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C := CO | CP | CF | C ∧ C | [β]C | ⊤ | ⊥
CO := OC(α) | CO ⊕ CO

CP := P (α) | CP ⊕ CP

CF := FC(α) | CF ∨ [α]CF

α := 0 | 1 | a | α&α | α · α | α + α

β := 0 | 1 | a | β&β | β · β | β + β | β∗ | C?

Table 1.Syntax of theCL language to use for specifying contracts.

The use of e-contracts, and in particular ofCL, goes beyond the application do-
main of service-exchanges, comprising component-based development systems, fault-
tolerant and embedded systems.

The main contribution of this paper is an automatic procedure for obtaining a run-
time monitor for contracts, directly extracted from theCL specification. The road-map
of the paper starts by recalling main results onCL in Section 2. We give a trace seman-
tics for the expressions ofCL in Section 3. This expresses the fact that a trace respects
(does not violate) a contract clause (expression ofCL). In Section 4.1 we show how
to construct for a contract an alternating Büchi automaton which recognizes exactly all
the traces respecting the contract. The automaton is used inSection 4.2 for constructing
the monitor as a Moore machine (for monitoring the contract).

Though in this paper we concentrate on theoretical aspects,we show the feasibility
of our approach on the following small didactic example. It states one contract clause
which we use throughout the paper to exemplify some of the main concepts we define.

Example 1.“If the Client exceeds the bandwidth limit then (s)he must pay[price] im-
mediately, or (s)he must delay the payment and notify theProvider by sending an e-
mail. If in breach of the above (s)he must pay double.”

2 CL – A Formal Language for Contracts

CL is anaction-basedlanguage for writing contracts [17]. In this paper we are interested
in monitoring the actions in a contract. Therefore, we give here a slightly different
version ofCL where we have dropped the assertions from the oldCL, keeping only the
modalities over actions. Other differences are in the expressivity: we have incorporated
the Kleene star operator over the actions in the dynamic box modality, and we have
attached to the obligations the corresponding reparations(modelling the CTDs directly).

The syntax ofCL is defined by the grammar in Table 1. The formal semantics in
terms of traces is given later in Section 3 (see Table 2). In what follows we provide
explanations of theCL syntax and define our notation and terminology.

We call an expressionC a (general)contract clause. CO, CP , andCF are called re-
spectivelyobligation, permission, andprohibition clauses. We callOC(α), P (α), and
FC(α) thedeontic modalities, and they represent the obligation, permission, or prohibi-
tion of performing a givenactionα. Intuitively OC(α) states the obligation to execute
α, and thereparationC in case the obligation isviolated, i.e. wheneverα is not per-
formed.1 The reparation may be any contract clause. Obligations without reparations

1 The modalityOC(α) (resp.FC(α)) represents what is called CTD (resp. CTP) in the deontic
logic community.
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are written asO⊥(α) where⊥ (and conversely⊤) is the Booleanfalse (respectively
true). We usually writeO(α) instead ofO⊥(α). The prohibition modalityFC(α) states
the actual forbearing of the actionF (α) together with the reparationC in case the pro-
hibition is violated. Note that it is possible to express nested CTDs and CTPs.

We use the classical Boolean operators∧, ∨, and⊕ (exclusive or). The dynamic
logic modality[·]C is parameterized byactionsβ. The expression[β]C states that after
the actionβ is performedC must hold.

Throughout the paper we denote bya, b, c ∈ AB the basic actions, by indexed
α ∈ A compound actions, and by indexedβ the actions found in propositional dynamic
logic [6] with intersection [7]. Actionsα are used inside the deontic modalities, whereas
the (more general) actionsβ are used inside the dynamic modality. Anaction is an
expression containing one or more of the following binary constructors:choice“+”,
sequence“ ·”, concurrency“&” and are constructed from the basic actionsa ∈ AB and
0 and1 (called theviolating action and respectivelyskipaction). Indepth reading and
results related to theα actions can be found in [16]. Here we give just the necessary
intuitions behind actions. Actionsβ have the extra operators Kleene star∗ andtest?.2

To avoid using parentheses we give a precedence over the constructors: & > · > +.

The [·] modality allows having atest inside3, and[C1?]C2 must be understood as
C1 ⇒ C2. In CL we can writeconditionalobligations, permissions and prohibitions
of two different kinds. As an example let us consider conditional obligations. The first
kind is represented by[β]O(α), which may be read as “after performingβ, one is
obliged to doα”. The second kind is modeled using the test operator?: [C?]O(α),
which is read as “IfC holds then one is obliged to performα”. Similarly for permission
and prohibition.

The properties of the actionsα can be summarized as:(A, +, ·,0,1) is the alge-
braic structure of an idempotent semiring. At this point we give an informal intuition
of the actions (elements) ofA: actions are considered to be performed by somebody
(being that a person, a program, or an agent). We talk about “performing” actions and
not of processes executing actionsand operational semantics; we do not discuss such
semantics in this paper.Concurrent actions, denoted byα&, are actions ofA&

B ⊆ A
generated from basic actions using only the& constructor (e.g.a, a&a, a&b ∈ A&

B and
a+b, a&b+c, a ·b 6∈ A&

B). Note thatA&
B is finite becauseAB is defined as finite and&

is defined idempotent over basic actions. The structure(A, +, &,0,1) is a commutative
semiring. Therefore, we consider concurrent actions ofA&

B as sets over basic actions of
AB. We have now a natural way to compare concurrent actions using ⊆ set inclusion.
We say that an action, e.g.a & b & c is more demandingthan another action, e.g.a & b

iff {a, b} ⊆ {a, b, c}.

In Example 1 the basic actions areAB = {e, p,n, d} (standing for “extend band-
width limit”, “pay”, “notify by email”, and “delay”). An example of a concurrent action
is d&n ∈ A&

B , or evene & p & d & n.

2 The investigation of the PDL actionsβ can be found in the literature related to dynamic and
Kleene algebras; basically they define the regular languages of guarded strings and have the
syntax of regular expressions with guards [9,15].

3 Note thattestscannot occur inside deontic modalities, nor can Kleene∗.
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Any actionα can be equivalently written in a concise and clear way as the canonical
form defined below.

Theorem 1 (canonical form).For any α defined with the operators+, ·, &, there
exists an equivalent action denoted byα which is calledthe canonical form ofα and is
defined as follows, whereαi

& ∈ A&
B andαi is a compound action in canonical form.

α = +
i∈I

αi
& · αi

A natural and useful view ofaction negationis to say that the negationα of action
α is the action thatimmediately take us outsidethe trace ofα [2]. With the canonical
form it is easy to formally defineα. The negation of an action says intuitively that
the action which is negated is not executed. Action negationmay be considered as a
function : A → A which takes an actionα in canonical form and returns another
compound action.

Definition 1 (action negation).The action negation is denoted byα and is defined as:

α = +
i∈I

αi
& · αi = +

γ∈R

γ + +
i∈I

αi
& · αi

Where the setR = {γ | γ ∈ A&
B, and∀i ∈ I, αi

& 6⊆ γ}; (i.e. contains all concurrent
actionsγ with the property that there is no actionαi

& included inγ).

From Example 1consider the negationp + d&n of the action “pay or delay and
notify by e-mail”. Any actionγ which does not "contain" neitherp nord&n (i.e.p 6⊆ γ

andd&n 6⊆ γ) is part of the negation ofp+d&n; e.g.p&e 6∈ p + d&n, butd, e, d&e ∈
p + d&n.

Example 1 inCL syntax: The transition from the conventional contract given in the
introduction to a formal representation is manual. The following is theCL expression
that we obtain.

[e]OO⊥(p·p)(p + d&n)

In short the expression is read as: After executing the action “exceed bandwidth limit”
there is the obligation of choosing between either “paying”or at the same time “de-
lay the payment” and “notify by e-mail”. TheCL expression also states the reparation
O⊥(p·p) in case the obligation above is violated which is an obligation of doing twice in
a row the action of paying. Note that this second obligation has no reparation attached,
therefore if it is violated then the whole contract is violated. Note also that we translate
“pay double” into theCL sequential composition of the same actionp of paying.

3 Semantics on Respecting Traces

The present section is devoted to presenting a semantics forCL with the goal of mon-
itoring electronic contracts. For this we are interested inidentifying therespectingand
violating traces of actions. We follow the many works in the literaturewhich have a
presentation based on traces e.g. [14]. We first give brief definitions used throughout
the rest of the paper.
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Definitions (traces): Consider atracedenotedσ = a0, a1, . . . as an ordered sequence
of concurrent actions. Formally a trace is a mapσ : N → A&

B from natural numbers
(denoting positions) to concurrent actions fromA&

B. Takemσ ∈ N∪∞ to be the length
of a trace.4 A (infinite) trace which from some positionmσ onwards has only action1 is
consideredfinite. We useε to denote theempty trace. We denote byσ(i) theelementof a
trace at positioni, byσ(i..j) a finitesubtrace, and byσ(i..) the infinite subtrace starting
at positioni in σ. Theconcatenationof two tracesσ′ andσ′′ is denotedσ′σ′′ and is
defined iff the traceσ′ is finite;σ′σ′′(i) = σ′(i) if i < mσ′ andσ′σ′′(i) = σ′′(i−mσ′)
for i ≥ mσ′ (e.g.σ(0) is the first action of a trace,σ = σ(0..i)σ′ whereσ′ = σ(i+1..)).

Definitions (trees): A treeis a prefix-closed subsetT ⊂ N
∗ s.t. if xc ∈ T with x ∈ T

a tree node andc ∈ N thenxc′ ∈ T, ∀c′ < c. We callxc thesuccessorsof x. A node
with no successors is calledleaf. The root of the tree is the empty stringε. A Σ-labeled
tree is a pair(T,V) where thevaluation functionV (x) ∈ Σ assigns to each node an
element of the alphabetΣ. A pathτ in a treeT is a setτ ⊆ T s.t.ε ∈ τ and if x ∈ τ

then eitherx is a leaf (in which caseτ is called afull path) or ∃c ∈ N unique and
xc ∈ τ . We denote a path byx0, x1, . . .. A path of aΣ-labeled treeτ = x0, x1, . . .

defines an (in)finite wordα = V(x0),V(x1), . . . overΣ. We denote by|x| thedepthof
the nodex in the tree.

We can interpret actions as trees. Most of the results and elaborations of [16] are
done to prove the completeness of the interpretation of actions as (specially defined)
trees. Consider a functionICA : CA → (T,V) which interprets each action ofCA as a
A&

B-labeled tree withV(ε) = 1. For example the actiona + b is interpreted as the tree
ICA(a+ b) = ({ε, ε0, ε1},V) whereV(ε0) = a andV(ε1) = b. Intuitively,+ provides
the branching in the tree, and· provides the parent-child relation on each branch. The
node labels fromA&

B encode the concurrency operator&. A traceσ ∈ T is said to be
containedby theA&

B-labeled tree(T,V) iff ∃τ ⊆ T a path andσ(0) = V(εc) and
if σ(i) = V(x) thenσ(i + 1) = V(xc) with x ∈ τ . Naturally, any traceσ which is
contained in a treeICA(α) of an actionα is finite as the trees which interpret actions
are of finite depth. We consider here the set of all traces which are full paths in the tree
T and denote it by‖T ‖ = {σ | σ a full path inT }.

A view of the complete set of traces that form the action negation can ease the
understanding of some following concepts. Proposition 1 provides this.

Proposition 1 (Characterizing action negation with traces). The set‖ICA(α)‖ of
traces which are full paths of the tree interpreting the negation ofα = +i∈I αi

& · αi is
equal to the following set of traces:

{α} ={σ | σ = σ(0)ε ∧ ∀i ∈ I, αi
& 6⊆ σ(0)} ∪

{σ | σ = σ(0)σ(1..) ∧ ∃i ∈ I, s.t. αi 6= 1 ∧αi
& = σ(0) ∧ σ(1..) ∈ {αi}}.

Definition 2 (Semantics ofCL). We give in Table 2 a recursive definition of thesatis-
faction relation|= over pairs(σ, C) of traces and contracts; it is usually writtenσ |= C
and it is read as “traceσ respectsthe contract (clause)C”. We write σ 6|= C instead of
(σ, C) 6∈ |= and read it as “σ violatesC.”

4 Whenσ is obvious from the context we use justm instead ofmσ.
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σ |= C1 ∧ C2 if σ |= C1 andσ |= C2.

σ |= C1 ∨ C2 if σ |= C1 or σ |= C2.

σ |= C1 ⊕ C2 if (σ |= C1 andσ 6|= C2) or (σ 6|= C1 andσ |= C2).

σ |= [α&]C if α& ⊆ σ(0) andσ(1..) |= C, or α& 6⊆ σ(0).

σ |= [β · β′]C if σ |= [β][β′]C.

σ |= [β + β
′]C if σ |= [β]C andσ |= [β′]C.

σ |= [β∗]C if σ |= C andσ |= [β][β∗]C.

σ |= [C1?]C2 if σ 6|= C1, or if σ |= C1 andσ |= C2.

σ |= OC(α&) if α& ⊆ σ(0), or if σ(1..) |= C.

σ |= OC(α · α′) if σ |= OC(α) andσ |= [α]OC(α′).

σ |= OC(α + α
′) if σ |= O⊥(α) or σ |= O⊥(α′) or σ |= [α + α′]C.

σ |= FC(α&) if α& 6⊆ σ(0), or if α& ⊆ σ(0) andσ(1..) |= C.

σ |= FC(α · α′) if σ |= F⊥(α) or σ |= [α]FC(α′).

σ |= FC(α + α
′) if σ |= FC(α) andσ |= FC(α′).

σ |= [α&]C if α& 6⊆ σ(0) andσ(1..) |= C, or if α& ⊆ σ(0).

σ |= [α · α′]C if σ |= [α]C andσ |= [α][α′]C.

σ |= [α + α′]C if σ |= [α]C or σ |= [α′]C.

Table 2.Trace semantics ofCL.

Since some of the cases from the definition of|= are typical for modal (dynamic)
logics, we only comment on those that are particular to our logic. A traceσ respects
an obligationOC(α&) if either of the two complementary conditions (see Proposition
2) is satisfied. The first condition deals with the obligationitself: the traceσ respects
the obligationO(α&) if the first action of the trace includesα&. Otherwise, in case the
obligation is violated,5 the only way to fulfill the contract is by respecting the reparation
C; i.e.σ(1..) |=C. Respecting an obligation of a choice actionOC(α1 + α2) means that
it must be executed one of the actionsα1 or α2 completely; i.e. obligation needs to
consider only one of the choices. If none of these is entirelyexecuted then a violation
occurs (thus the negation of the action is needed) so the reparationC must be respected.
An important requirement when modelling electronic contracts is that the obligation of
a sequence of actionsOC(α·α′) must be equal to the obligation of the first actionOC(α)
and after the first obligation is respected the second obligation must hold[α]OC(α′).
Note that ifOC(α) is violated then it is required that the second obligation isdiscarded,
and the reparationC must hold. ViolatingOC(α) means thatα is not executed and thus,
by the semantic definition,[α]OC(α′) holds regardless ofOC(α′).

In the Appendix, the proof of Proposition 2 provides for a more clear understanding
of why the two conditions in the semantical definition ofOC(α&) are complementary
and therefore why the second condition does not need the explicit specification of the

5 Violation of an obligatory action is encoded by the action negation.
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negation of the concurrent action. The same result is also useful in giving the complete-
ness of the semantical definitions of[α&]C, [α&]C, or FC(α&). That is, we get as an
immediate corollary that the conditions on traces cover allthe possible traces. For con-
venience we define anenclosingrelation over tracesσ ⊇ σ′ iff ∀i ∈ N, σ′(i) ⊆ σ(i).
Note that this definition requires thatmσ ≥ mσ′ .

Proposition 2. For an arbitrary actionα, any infinite traceσ is either starting with a
trace bigger w.r.t.⊇ then a complete path ofICA(α) or it starts with a trace bigger than
a complete path ofICA(α).

From [8] we know how to encode LTL only with the dynamic[·] modality and the
Kleene∗; e.g. “alwaysobliged to doα” is encoded as[(+γ∈A&

B

γ)∗]O(α). The action
+γ∈A&

B

γ is read as “choice betweenanyconcurrent action” and we denote it byany.

Example 1 as traces: Consider the expression on page 4 which encodes inCL the
contract clause of Example 1 from the introduction. We give here few examples of
traces of actions whichrespectthe contract clause:

– e, p (“exceed bandwidth limit” and then “pay”) which respects the con-
tract because it respects the top level obligation;

– e, d, p, p (“exceed bandwidth limit” and then “delay payment” after which
“pay” twice in a row) which even if it violates the top level obligation because it
does not notify by e-mail at the same time when “delaying payment”, it still respects
the reparation by paying twice;

– p, p, p (“pay” three times in a row) because every trace which does not start
with the actione respects the contract.

Examples of traces whichviolatethe clause are:

– e, e, e (constantly “exceeding the bandwidth limit”) which violates both the
first obligation and the second one by not paying;

– e, d, d (after “exceeding the bandwidth limit” it constantly “delays the pay-
ment”) which again violates both obligations.

4 Monitoring CL Specifications of Contracts

4.1 Satisfiability checking forCL using alternating automata

Automata theoretic approach to satisfiability of temporal logics was introduced in [22]
and has been extensively used and developed since (see [10] for a more recent overview
of the field and a particularly detailed presentation of alternating tree automata and the
automata approach to branching time logics). We recall firstbasic theory of automata
on infinite objects. We follow the presentation of Vardi [20,21] and try to use the same
terminology and notation. Given an alphabetΣ, aword overΣ is a sequencea0, a1 . . .

of symbols fromΣ. The set ofinfinite wordsis denoted byΣω.
We denote byB+(X) the set of positive Boolean formulasθ (i.e. containing only

∧ and∨, and not the¬) over the setX together with the formulastrue andfalse. For
exampleθ = (s1 ∨ s2) ∧ (s3 ∨ s4) wheresi ∈ X . A subsetY ⊆ X is said tosatisfya
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formulaθ iff the truth assignment which assignstrueonly to the elements ofY assigns
true also toθ. In the example, the set{s1, s3} satisfiesθ; but this set is not unique.

Alternating automata [4] combine existential choice of nondeterministic finite au-
tomata (i.e. disjunction) with the universal choice (i.e. conjunction) of∀-automata [11]
(where a run of the automaton says that from a state the automaton must move toall
the next states given by the transition function, making a copy of itself for each next
state). For example the transitionρ(s, a) = {s1, s2, s3} of a NFA (which takes a state
s and a symbola and returns a set of states to which the automaton can move by read-
ing the symbola in the states) can be equivalently viewed as the Boolean formula
θ = s1∨s2∨s3. For a∀-automaton the same transition is encoded by theθ = s1∧s2∧s3.

An alternating Büchi automaton[12] is a tupleA = (S, Σ, s0, ρ, F ), whereS is a
finite nonempty set ofstates, Σ is a finite nonemptyalphabet, s0 ∈ S is theinitial state,
andF ⊆ S is the set ofacceptingstates. The automaton can move from one state when
it reads a symbol fromΣ according to the transition functionρ : S × Σ → B+(S).
For exampleρ(s0, a) = (s1 ∨ s2)∧ (s3 ∨ s4) means that the automaton moves froms0

when readinga to states1 or s2 and at the same time to states3 or s4. Intuitively the
automaton chooses for each transitionρ(s, a) = θ one setS′ ∈ S which satisfiesθ and
spawns a copy of itself for each statesi ∈ S′ which should test the acceptance of the
remaining word from that statesi.

Because the alternating automaton moves to all the states ofa (nondeterministically
chosen) satisfying set ofθ, a run of the automaton is atree of states. Formally, a run
of the alternating automaton on an input wordα = a0, a1, . . . is an S-labeled tree
(T,V) (i.e. the nodes of the tree are labeled by state names of the automaton) such that
V(ε) = s0 and the following hold:

for a nodex with |x| = i s.t.V(x) = s andρ(s, ai) = θ thenx hask children
{x1, . . . , xk} which is the number of states in the chosen satisfying set of states of
θ, say{s1, . . . , sk}, and the children are labeled by the states in the satisfyingset;
i.e.{V(x1) = s1, . . . ,V(xk) = sk}.

For example, ifρ(s0, a) = (s1 ∨ s2) ∧ (s3 ∨ s4) then the nodes of the run tree
at the first level have one label amongs1 or s2 and one label amongs3 or s4. When
ρ(V(x), a) = true, thenx need not have any children; i.e. the branch reachingx is
finite and ends inx. A run tree of an alternating Büchi automaton isacceptingif every
infinite branch of the tree includes infinitely many nodes labeled by accepting states of
F . Note that the run tree may also have finite branches in the cases when the transition
function returnstrue.

Complementation of alternating automata is straight forward. It involves construct-
ing adualof a Boolean formulaθ of B+(S). The dualθ is obtained fromθ by switching
∨ and∧, and by switchingtrue andfalse. For an automatonA = (S, Σ, s0, ρ, F ) we
define the negated automatonA = (S, Σ, s0, ρ, F ) whereρ(s, a) = ρ(s, a). The lan-
guage accepted byA is the complement of the language accepted byA [4].

Fischer-Ladner closure for CL: For constructing the alternating automaton for
a CL expression we need the Fischer-Ladner closure [6] for ourCL logic. We fol-
low the presentation in [8] and use similar terminology. We define a functionFL :
CL → 2CL which for each expressionC of the logicCL returns the set of its subex-
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FL(⊤) , {⊤} FL(⊥) , {⊥} FL(P (α)) , {P (α)}

FL(C1 ∧ C2) , {C1 ∧ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL(C1 ∨ C2) , {C1 ∨ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL(C1 ⊕ C2) , {C1 ⊕ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL([β]C) , FL
�([β]C) ∪ FL(C)

FL
�([β&]C) , {[β&]C}

FL
�([β · β′]C) , {[β · β′]C} ∪ FL

�([β][β′]C) ∪ FL
�([β′]C)

FL
�([β + β

′]C) , {[β + β
′]C} ∪ FL

�([β]C) ∪ FL
�([β′]C)

FL
�([β∗]C) , {[β∗]C} ∪ FL

�([β][β∗]C)

FL
�([C1?]C2) , {[C1?]C2} ∪ FL(C1)

FL(OC(α&)) , {OC(α&)} ∪ FL(C)

FL(OC(α · α′)) , {OC(α · α′)} ∪ FL(OC(α)) ∪ FL([α]OC(α′))

FL(OC(α + α
′)) , {OC(α + α

′)} ∪ FL(O⊥(α)) ∪ FL(O⊥(α′)) ∪ FL(C)

FL(FC(α&) , {FC(α&} ∪ FL(C)

FL(FC(α · α′)) , {FC(α · α′)} ∪ FL(F⊥(α)) ∪ FL(FC(α′))

FL(FC(α + α
′)) , {FC(α + α

′)} ∪ FL(FC(α)) ∪ FL(FC(α′))

Table 3.Computing the Fisher-Ladner Closure

pressions.FL was introduced for process logics in order to deal with the compound
actions. For avoiding circularity in the definition ofFL an auxiliary function is needed
FL

� : {[β]C | β an action} → 2CL (see [8]). The functionsFL andFL
� are defined

inductively in Table 3.

Theorem 2 (automaton construction).Given aCL expressionC, one can build an
alternating Büchi automatonAN (C) which will accept all and only the tracesσ re-
specting the contract expression.

Proof: Take an expressionC of CL, we construct the alternating Büchi automaton
AN (C) = (S, Σ, s0, ρ, F ) as follows. The alphabetΣ = A&

B consists of the finite set of
concurrent actions; that is basic actionsa, b, . . . and actions composed only by using the
concurrent composition operator, likea&b. Therefore the automaton accepts traces as
defined in Section 3. The set of statesS = FL(C)∪FL(C) contains the subexpressions
of the start expressionC and their negations. Note that inCL the negation¬C is C ⇒⊥
which is [C?] ⊥, thus∀C ∈ FL(C) then [C?] ⊥∈ FL(C). The initial states0 is the
expressionC itself. The set of final statesF contains all the expressions of the type
[β∗]C.

The transition functionρ : S × A&
B → B+(S) is defined in Table 4 and is based

on the dualizing construction we have seen before, only thatthe dual of a stateC is the
state[C?] ⊥ containing the negation of the expression. It is easy to see that if a run tree
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ρ(⊥, γ) , false ρ(⊤, γ) , true ρ(P (α), γ) , true

ρ(C1 ∧ C2, γ) , ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ) ρ(C1 ∨ C2, γ) , ρ(C1, γ) ∨ ρ(C2, γ)

ρ(C1 ⊕ C2, γ) , (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ)) ∨ (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ))

ρ(OC(α&), γ) , if α& ⊆ γ thentrue elseC

ρ(OC(α · α′), γ) , ρ(OC(α), γ) ∧ ρ([α]OC(α′), γ)

ρ(OC(α + α
′), γ) , ρ(O⊥(α), γ) ∨ ρ(O⊥(α′), γ) ∨ C

ρ(FC(α&), γ) , if α& 6⊆ γ thentrue elseC

ρ(FC(α · α′), γ) , ρ(F⊥(α), γ) ∨ FC(α′)

ρ(FC(α + α
′), γ) , ρ(FC(α), γ) ∧ ρ(FC(α′), γ)

ρ([α&]C, γ) , if α& ⊆ γ thenC elsetrue

ρ([β · β′]C, γ) , ρ([β][β′]C, γ)

ρ([β + β
′]C, γ) , ρ([β]C, γ) ∧ ρ([β′]C, γ)

ρ([β∗]C, γ) , ρ(C, γ) ∧ ρ([β][β∗]C, γ)

ρ([C1?]C2, γ) , ρ(C1, γ) ∨ (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ))

Table 4.Transition Function of Alternating Büchi Automaton

has an infinite path then this path goes infinitely often through a state of the form[β∗]C,
thus explaining theF set. By looking at the definition ofρ we see that the expression
[β∗]C is the only expression which requires repeated evaluation of itself at a later point
in the run. This causes the infinite unwinding in the run tree.

The rest of the proof shows the correctness of the automaton construction.

Soundness: given an accepting run tree(T,V) of AN (C) over a traceσ we prove
that∀x ∈ T a node of the run tree with depth|x| = i, i ≥ 0, labeled byV(x) = Cx

a state of the automaton represented by a subexpressionCx ∈ FL(C), it is the case that
σ(i..) |= Cx. Thus we have as a special case that alsoσ(0..) |= V(ε) = C, which means
that if the automatonAN (C) accepts a traceσ then the trace respects the initial contract
C. We use induction on the structure of the expressionCx.

Completeness: given a traceσ s.t.σ |= C we prove that the constructed automaton
AN (C) acceptsσ (i.e. there exists an accepting run tree(T,V) over the traceσ). �

Example 1 as alternating automata: We shall now briefly show how for theCL ex-
pressionC = [e]OO⊥(p·p)(p + d&n) of page 4 we construct an alternating automaton
which accepts all the traces (like the ones we have seen on page 7) that satisfyC and
none others. The Fischer-Ladner closure ofC generates the following set of subexpres-
sions:

FL(C) = {C, OO⊥(p·p)(p + d&n), O⊥(p),⊥, O⊥(d&n), O⊥(p · p), [p]O⊥(p)}
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The setA&
B of concurrent actions is the set{e, p,n, d}& of basic actions closed

under the constructor&. The alternating automaton is:

AN (C) = (FL(C) ∪ FL(C), {e, p,n, d}&, C, ρ, ∅)

Note that there is no expression of the form[β∗]C in FL because we have no re-
cursion in our original contract clause from Example 1, therefore the set of final states
is empty. This means that the automaton is accepting all run trees which end in a state
where the transition function returnstrue on the input symbol.6

The transition functionρ is defined in table below whereC1 = OO⊥(p·p)(p+d&n):

ρ(state, action) e p d e&d e&p d&n e&d&n

C C1 true true C1 C1 true C1

C1 O⊥(p · p) true O⊥(p · p) O⊥(p · p) true true true

O⊥(p) ⊥ true ⊥ ⊥ true ⊥ ⊥
O⊥(d&n) ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ true true

O⊥(p · p) ⊥ O⊥(p) ⊥ ⊥ O⊥(p) ⊥ ⊥
[p]O⊥(p) true O⊥(p) true true O⊥(p) true true

Computing the values in the table above is easy; e.g.:

ρ(C1, e) = ρ(O⊥(p), e) ∨ ρ(O⊥(d&n), e) ∨ O⊥(p · p)
= ⊥ ∨ ⊥ ∨ O⊥(p · p)

Because from the state⊥ nothing can be accepted (as it generates onlyfalse) we have
written in the table onlyO⊥(p · p). There are24 labels in the alphabet ofAN (C) and
we have exemplified only some of the more interesting ones. Moreover, none of the
states fromFL (i.e. [C1?] ⊥, the complemented expressions) are reachable nor do they
contribute to the computation of any transition to a reachable state (like e.g.O⊥(d&n)
contributes to the computation ofρ(C1, e)), so we have not included them in the table.
The line for state⊥ is omitted as it generates onlyfalse.

In Figure 1 we picture all the reachable states of the automatonAN (C). For brevity,
we have not represented all the transitions; e.g. from stateC to stateC1 there should be
a transition for each label which includese (like e&d, e&p, or e&d&n).

For example, the automaton accepts the tracee, e&d, p, p, because starting from the
stateC, the stateC1 is reached aftere, then the state labelledO⊥(p · p) aftere & d, then
O⊥(p) afterp. From this state, the transition function results intrue on the symbolp,
and the automaton accepts the trace.

Conversly, the automaton rejects the tracee, e & d, p, e & d, since, from the state
labelledO⊥(p) the state labelled⊥ is reached while readinge & d. From then on the
transition function will never result intrue and the Büchi acceptance set is empty,
which means that any infinite extension of the run tree will also not accept.

6 Note that for this particular example we do not see the power of alternating automata. More,
the alternating Büchi automata behaves like a NFA.
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Cstart C1 O⊥(p · p) O⊥(p)

⊥

e e&d

e

p

e&d e&d

Fig. 1. Sketch of the alternating automaton for the expressionC = [e]OO⊥(p·p)(p + d&n).

4.2 Constructing the monitor

We use the method of [1] and we consequently use a 3-valued semantics approach to
run-time monitoring. The monitor will generate a sequence of observations, denoted
[σ |= C], for a finite traceσ by:

[σ |= C] =











tt if ∀σ′ ∈ Σω : σσ′ |= C

ff if ∀σ′ ∈ Σω : σσ′ 6|= C

? otherwise

The method of [1] uses theNBA(C) together with the automaton for the negated
expressionNBA(¬C), and returns a Moore machine associated with an expressionC
which for each state it outputs a symbol of{tt,ff , ?} if what it has seen until that state
respectivelyrespectsthe expressionC, violatesC, or it don’t know yet.

We can obtain a nondeterministic Büchi automatonNBA(C) from our alternating
automatonAN (C) s.t. both automata accept the same trace language. The method is
standard [20] and it constructs an automaton exponentiallylarger than the input au-
tomatonAN (C), thereforeNBA(C) is exponential in the size of the expression.

The method of [1] is the following: take theNBA(C) for which we know that
[σ |= C] 6= ff if there exists a state reachable by readingσ and from where the language
accepted byNBA(C) is not empty. Similarly for[σ |= C] 6= tt when taking the com-
plement ofNBA(C) (or equivalently we can take theNBA(¬C) of the negated formula
which is [C?] ⊥). Construct a functionF : S → {⊤,⊥} which for each states of the
NBA(C) returns⊤ iff L(NBA(C), s) 6= ∅ (i.e. the language accepted byNBA(C) from
states is not empty), and⊥ otherwise. UsingF one can construct a nondeterministic
finite automatonNFA(C) accepting finite traces s.t.σ ∈ L(NFA(C) iff [σ |= C] 6=⊥.
This is the same NBA only that the set of final states contains all the states mapped by
F to⊤. Similarly construct aNFA(¬C) from NBA(¬C). One uses classical techniques
to determinize the two NFAs. Using the two obtained DFAs one constructs the monitor
as a finite state machine which at each state outputs{tt,ff , ?} if the input read until
that state respectively satisfies the contract clauseC, violates it, or it cannot be decided.
The monitor is the product of the twoDFA(C) andDFA(¬C).

The method of [1] omits one important requirement that we need for monitoring
electronic contracts. We need that the monitor can read (andmove to a new state) each
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q0, ?start q1, ? q2, ? q3, ?

q4, tt

q5, ff

e

p, d

e, d

p, d & n

p

e, d

p, e & p

e, d

Fig. 2. Sketch of a Run-Time Monitor for the expressionC = [e]OO⊥(p·p)(p + d&n).

possible action from the input alphabet. When doing the product of the two DFAs, if
one of them does not have a transition for one of the symbols then this is lost for the
monitor too. The solution is simple; we add to each DFA a dummystate which is not
accepting and which collects all the missing transitions (with the missing labels).

The whole method is proven correct; i.e.[σ |= C] = λ(ρ(s0, σ)) the semantics
of C on the finite traceσ ([σ |= C]) is exactly the output of the Moore machine (λ :
S → {tt,ff , ?} is the output function) from the state reached by readingσ from the
starting states0. The monitor generated is proven to have size double-exponential in
the size of the expression; one exponent coming from the Büchi automaton and the
other from determinizing the NBAs [1]. It is known that minimization techniques give
good results for such problems and on-the-fly generation of the state space and of the
transition relation make the automata manageable. ForCL we get the same size of the
final monitor even if we go in the beginning through alternating automata.

Example 1 as run-time monitor: Consider the alternating automatonAN (C) con-
structed before. The resulting monitor for this automaton is sketched in Fig. 2. Consider
the traces showed on page 7 for the expressionC: for a respecting tracee, p the monitor
outputs?, tt; for the rejecting tracee, e, e the monitor outputs?, ?, ?,ff .

5 Conclusion

The work reported here may be viewed from different angles. On one hand we useal-
ternating automatawhich has recently gained popularity [10,21] in the temporal logics
community. We apply these to a rather unconventional logicCL [17], a process logic
(PDL [6]) extended with deontic logic modalities [23]. On another hand we presented
the formal languageCL with a trace semantics, and showed how we specify electronic
contracts using it. ThoughCL has been originally designed as a language for specifying
electronic contracts in the context of service-oriented architectures, it has been argued
that its use may be extremely useful in component-based development systems [13].
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Due to the contrary-to-duties and contrary-to-prohibitions,CL is also suitable to spec-
ify properties, and reason about, fault-tolerant systems,similar to what is presented
in [3].

From a practical point of view we presented here a first fully automated method of
extracting a run-time monitor for a contract formally specified using theCL logic.

Note that our main objective is not to enforce a contract, butonly to monitor it, that
is to observe that the contract is indeed satisfied. In our opinion monitoring contracts
is more reasonable than enforcing them, since in our contract such agreements are sup-
posed to be written between different parties who have already agreed on their content.
In other words, a contract must also contain what are the actions to be performed in
case of violation of certain clauses.

The trace semantics presented in this paper is intended for monitoring purposes, and
not to explain the languageCL. Thus, from the trace semantics point of view[α&]C is
equivalent toFC(α&), we need such a distinction since this is not the case inCL (see
CL branching semantics [18]). Another particular issue concerns the⊕ operator which
needs some additional explanation. Our trace semantics interprets it as a an exclusive or,
but when combined with obligations we might get some counter-intuitive specifications.
For instance, according to the trace semantics there is no model forO(a)⊕O(a) though
one may expect to getO(a) instead under an interpretation of⊕ as achoiceoperator.
Moreover, the trace semantics will exclude traces startingwith a & b and those starting
with a, a andb, b for theCL expressionσ |= OO(b)(a) ⊕ OO(a)(b).

Related work: For run-time verification our use of alternating automata oninfinite
traces of actions is a rather new approach. This is combined with the method of [1]
that uses a three value (i.e.true, false, inconclusive) semantics view for run-time mon-
itoring of LTL specifications. We know of the following two works that use alternating
automata for run-time monitoring: in [5] LTL on infinite traces is used for specifica-
tions and alternating Büchi automata are constructed for LTL to recognizefinite traces.
The paper presents several algorithms which work on alternating automata to check for
word inclusion. In [19] LTL has semantics onfinitetraces and nondeterministic alternat-
ing finite automata are used to recognize these traces. A determinization algorithm for
alternating automata is given which can be extended to our alternating Büchi automata.

We have taken the approach of giving semantics toCL on infinite traces of actions
which is more close to [5] but we want a deterministic finite state machine which at
each state checks the finite input trace and outputs an answertelling if the contract
has been violated. For this reason we fount the method of [1] most appealing. On the
other hand a close look at the semantics ofCL from Section 3 reveals the nice feature
of this semantics which behaves the same for finite traces as for infinite traces. This
coupled with the definition of alternating automata from Section 4.1 which accepts both
infinite and finite traces gives the opportunity to investigate the use of alternating finite
automata from [19] on the finite trace semantics. This may generate a monitor which is
only single-exponential in size.
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A Proofs

We know [16] that we have an interpretation of actions ofA as trees by an interpretation
functionICA. We also know [16] that there is a one-to-one (i.e. a completeness result)
relation between the actions and their tree interpretations. Therefore we can consider
actions ofA as the associated set of traces of the tree returned byICA. Recall that we
denote this set of traces as‖ICA(α)‖.

We have given the negation of actions as a derived operator: A → A. The
negation operator takes an action in canonical form (note that we know [16] that for
each action there exists an equivalent canonic form) and returns another action also in
canonical form. It may be intuitive that the set of traces associated to an actionα is
‖ICA(α)‖, but it is not so intuitive what is the set of traces for a negation of an actionα.
The following result shows us explicitly the set of traces which correspond to the action
negation.

The result below helps in understanding better the semanticdefinition of [α&]C. It
also helps in the proof of the next result in Proposition 4.

Proposition 3 (Characterization of action negation with traces).
The set of traces which are full paths of the tree interpreting the negation ofα =

+i∈I αi
& · αi denoted by‖ICA(α)‖ is equal to the set defined below.

{α} ={σ | σ = σ(0)ε ∧ ∀i ∈ I, αi
& 6⊆ σ(0)}∪

{σ | σ = σ(0)σ(1..) ∧ ∃i ∈ I, s.t. αi 6= 1 ∧αi
& = σ(0) ∧ σ(1..) ∈ {αi}}

Proof: The definition of the set of traces is inductive. This is because the definition
of the canonical form of actions is inductive and therefore also the action negation. The
treeICA(α) is the same asICA(+i∈I αi

& · αi) which isICA(+
γ∈R

γ + +i∈I αi
& ·αi).

The first part of the action, i.e.+
γ∈R

γ gives the full paths of the tree of length 1 (i.e.
on the first level). It is simple to observe that these paths are captured by the first set
of traces{σ | σ = σ(0)ε ∧ ∀i ∈ I, αi

& 6⊆ σ(0)}. These are traces with one element
σ(0) (i.e. ending in the empty traceε) and they respect the same condition like in the
definition of R. Note that whenI is a singleton and we have only oneα& then the
conditionα& 6⊆ σ(0) becomesσ(0)=σ′(0)∪σ′′(0)∧σ′(0)⊂α& ∧σ′′(0) ⊆ A&

B\α&.
We read this condition as: the first element ofσ (which we recall is a set of basic actions)
has some actions, i.e.σ′(0), among those, but not all, of the basic actions ofα& and the
other basic actions, i.e.σ′′(0) are different than those ofα&; i.e. are amongA&

B\α&.
The other full paths of length greater than 1 of the tree are given by the second part

of the action, i.e.+i∈I αi
& · αi. All these paths are captured by the second set of traces

which are of length at least 2. All branches of+i∈I αi
& ·αi whereαi = 1 dissapear. This

is because when negatingαi = 1 = 0 that branch ends in0 which propagates upwards
by α · 0 = 0 and dissapears eventually byα + 0 = α. Therefore we are looking only
at traces s.t.αi 6= 1. From these we take the traces which start with the actionαi

& (i.e.
αi

& = σ(0)) and are followed by a trace (i.e.σ(1..)) which is part of the traces of the
negation of the smaller compound actionαi. �

Note:We can use an equivalent characterization of the traces of length one where
instead of testing for (non)inclusion of sets we can test fornonemptiness of set subtrac-
tion; i.e. replaceαi

& 6⊆ σ(0) withαi
&\ σ(0) 6= ∅.
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The next result of Proposition 4 is useful in giving us the completeness of the seman-
tical definition for[α&]C. That is, we get as an immediate corollary that the conditions
on traces from the semantic definition of[α&]C cover all the possible traces. The same
result is used for the semantical definitions of[α&]C, OC(α&), or FC(α&). For conve-
nience we define anenclosingrelation over tracesσ ⊇ σ′ iff ∀i ∈ N, σ′(i) ⊆ σ(i).
Note that this definition requires thatmσ ≥ mσ′ .

Proposition 4. Any infinite traceσ is either starting with a trace bigger w.r.t.⊇ then a
complete path ofICA(α) or it starts with trace bigger than a complete path ofICA(α).

Proof: The proof is byreductio ad absurdum. If the traceσ ⊇ σICA(α)σ′ starts
with a full path of the treeICA(α) the proof is finished. Suppose it is not the case that
σ ⊇ σICA(α)σ′. This means that∃i ≤ h(ICA(α)) s.t.σ(0..i − 1) ⊇ σICA(α)(0..i − 1)
and for all possible actionsσICA(α)(i) of extending the traceσICA(α)(0..i − 1) in the
treeICA(α) it is the case thatσ(i) 6⊇ σICA(α)(i). Consider the characterization of the
negation of Proposition 3. It is easy to see that the traceσICA(α)(0..i − 1)σ(i) is a full
path of the treeICA(α) interpreting the negation ofα because the first part is a trace
of the actionα and the last step of the trace respects the condition in the first set of
traces of Proposition 3. More explicitly, in Proposition 3∀i ∈ I, αi

& means thatfor all
branches...each action on the branch must not be less than the current element of the
trace. This is the same as the argument needed above.

Considering thatσICA(α)(0..i − 1)σ(i) is a full path ofICA(α) and thatσ(0..i −
1) ⊇ σICA(α)(0..i − 1) we finish the proof as the traceσ is starting with the trace
σ(0..i) ⊇ σICA(α) which is greater than a full path of the tree interpreting thenegation
of α. �

The semantics of Section 3 is defined s.t. it captures some intuitive properties one
finds in legal contracts; we list them in Proposition 5. We saythat a formulaC is valid
and denote it by|= C iff ∀σ, σ |= C. A formula is not valid, denoted6|= C iff ∃σ s.t.
σ 6|= C.

Proposition 5 (properties on traces).
OC(a) ∧ OC(b) ⇔ OC(a&b) (1) F (a) ⇒ F (a&b) (2)

6|= O(a + b) ⇒ O(a&b) (3) F (a + b) ⇔ F (a) ∧ F (b) (4)
6|= O(a + b) ⇒ O(a) (5) F (a · b) ⇔ F (a) ∨ [a]F (b) (6)

6|= F (a&b) ⇒ F (a) (7)
[α&]C ⇒ [α&&α′

&]C (8) [β]C1 ∧ [β′]C2 ⇒ [β&β′]C1 ∧ C2 (9)

Proof: The proofs of these properties is routine. The method is the classical one
for validity of implication where we need to look at all and only the models which
satisfy the formula on the left of the implication and make sure that they satisfy also the
formula on the right.

For property (1): We must prove two implications. We deal first with the⇒ one.
Take a trajectoryσ s.t. it satisfies the formula on the left, i.e.σ |= OC(a) andσ |=
OC(b). We are in the simple case when we consider basic actionsa andb. We look
at the semantics of obligation. If it is the case thatσ(1..) |= C than it is clear that
σ |= O(a&b). Otherwise we have the case when bothσ(0) ⊇ a andσ(0) ⊇ b. It
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implies thatσ(0) ⊇ a&b which means thatσ |= O(a&b). The second implication⇐ is
simpler and uses the same judgement.

Properties (2), (4), or (6) are similar.
For property (3) we need to give a counterexample. Clearly a trace starting with

σ(0) = a satisfiesO(a+ b) but does not satisfyO(a&b). We find similar counterexam-
ples for properties like (5) or (7).

For properties (8) and (9) we again need to show that for allσ which respect the
formula on the left of the arrow they also respect the formulaon the right. �

FL(⊤) , {⊤}

FL(⊥) , {⊥}

FL(C1 ∧ C2) , {C1 ∧ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL(C1 ∨ C2) , {C1 ∨ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL(C1 ⊕ C2) , {C1 ⊕ C2} ∪ FL(C1) ∪ FL(C2)

FL([β]C) , FL
�([β]C) ∪ FL(C)

FL
�([β&]C) , {[β&]C}

FL
�([β · β′]C) , {[β · β′]C} ∪ FL

�([β][β′]C) ∪ FL
�([β′]C)

FL
�([β+β′]C) , {[β + β′]C} ∪ FL

�([β]C) ∪ FL
�([β′]C)

FL
�([β∗]C) , {[β∗]C} ∪ FL

�([β][β∗]C)

FL
�([C1?]C2) , {[C1?]C2} ∪ FL(C1)

FL(OC(α&)) , {OC(α&)} ∪ FL(C)

FL(OC(α · α′)) , {OC(α · α′)} ∪ FL(OC(α)) ∪ FL(OC(α′))

FL(OC(α+α′)) , {OC(α+α′)}∪FL(O⊥(α))∪FL(O⊥(α′))∪FL(C)

FL(P (α)) , {P (α)}

FL(FC(α&) , {FC(α&} ∪ FL(C)

FL(FC(α · α′)) , {FC(α · α′)} ∪ FL(F⊥(α)) ∪ FL(FC(α′))

FL(FC(α + α′)) , {FC(α + α′)} ∪ FL(FC(α)) ∪ FL(FC(α′))
Table 5.The complete definition of the Fischer-Ladner closure forCL

One may ponder upon some of the definitions ofFL and thus of the transition
function of the alternating automaton like e.g.FL(OC(α · α′)) and relatedρ(OC(α ·
α′), γ) = ρ(OC(α), γ) ∧ OC(α′). By looking at the semantics one would choose the
transitionρ([α]OC(α′), γ) instead of justOC(α′), and similar forFL. Note that this is
not needed, as it is guaranteed by the conjunction and the obligation in ρ(OC(α), γ)
thatα is to be executed and therefore the box[α] becomes superfluous.

The following result gives the dimension (i.e. cardinality) of the Fischer-Ladner
closureFL(·) in terms of the dimension of a formula. It proves to be also linear as in
the case of propositional dynamic logic. Naturally, the dimension of a formula (denoted
|C|) is the number of symbols it contains; e.g. for an action|a+b| = 3 wherea, b ∈ AB,
and for a formula|OC(α)| = |α| + |C|. We use the same notation for the dimension of
the closure|FL(C)|.

Theorem 3 (the dimension of the Fischer-Ladner closure).

1. For any formulaC is the case that|FL(C)| ≤ |C|.
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2. For any formula[β]C is the case that|FL
�([β]C)| ≤ |β|.

Proof: The proof is by using simultaneous induction on the structure of the formula.
The proof of 2 is the same as in PDL [8]. For the proof of 1 we needto deal with the
special constructions thatCL introduces. We will not treat the Boolean operators∧, ∨,
or⊕.

The basic case for⊤ and⊥ is clear:

|FL(⊥)| = 1 = | ⊥ |

From [8] we have:

|FL([β]C)| ≤ |FL
�([β]C)| + |FL(C)|

≤ |β| + |C| by induction hypothesis 1 and 2
= |[β]C|.

The proof for the otherCL constructs is particular to our logic but it is similar to
what is done for PDL in [8].

|FL(OC(α&))| ≤ 1 + |FL(C)|
≤ 1 + |C| by induction hypothesis 1
= |α&| + |C| = |OC(α&)|.

|FL(OC(α · α′))| ≤ 1 + |FL(OC(α))| + |FL(OC(α′))|
≤ 1 + |α| + |C| + |α′| by induction hypothesis 1
= |OC(α · α′)|.

Note that the reparationC is considered only once as when making the union of
FL(OC(α)) ∪ FL(OC(α′)) the elements ofFL(C) will appear only once. In general
the subformulas of the reparationC will appear only once no matter how we have to
decompose the obligations.

|FL(OC(α + α′))| ≤ 1 + |FL(O⊥(α))| + |FL(O⊥(α′))| + |FL(C)|
≤ 1 + |α| + |α′| + |C| by induction hypothesis 1
= |OC(α + α′)|.

Note again that theFL(⊥) is included inFL(C) so it is not considered in the calcu-
lation of the dimension of the closure.

The proof forFL(P (α)) andFL(FC(α&) are similar.

|FL(FC(α · α′))| ≤ 1 + |FL(F⊥(α))| + |FL(FC(α′))|
≤ 1 + |α| + |α′| + |C| by induction hypothesis 1
= |FC(α · α′)|.

|FL(FC(α + α′))| ≤ 1 + |FL(FC(α))| + |FL(FC(α′))|
≤ 1 + |α| + |α′| + |C| by induction hypothesis 1
= |FC(α + α′)|.
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�

We give here the full proof of the correctness of the automaton construction from
Theorem 2. Recall that the theorem sais:Given aCL formulaC, one can build an alter-
nating Büchi automatonAN (C) which will accept all and only the tracesσ respecting
the contract formula.

Proof: Take a formulaC of CL, we construct the alternating Büchi automatonAN (C) =
(S, Σ, s0, ρ, F ) as in Theorem 2. Recall the transition functionρ:

– ρ(⊤, γ) = true

– ρ(⊥, γ) = false

– ρ(P (α), γ) = true

– ρ(C1 ∧ C2, γ) = ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ)
– ρ(C1 ∨ C2, γ) = ρ(C1, γ) ∨ ρ(C2, γ)
– ρ(C1 ⊕ C2, γ) = (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ)) ∨ (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ))
– ρ(OC(α&), γ) = true if α& ⊆ γ

– ρ(OC(α&), γ) = C if α& 6⊆ γ

– ρ(OC(α · α′), γ) = ρ(OC(α), γ) ∧ OC(α′)
– ρ(OC(α + α′), γ) = ρ(O⊥(α), γ) ∨ ρ(O⊥(α′), γ) ∨ C
– ρ(FC(α&), γ) = true if α& 6⊆ γ

– ρ(FC(α&), γ) = C if α& ⊆ γ

– ρ(FC(α · α′), γ) = ρ(F⊥(α), γ) ∨ FC(α′)
– ρ(FC(α + α′), γ) = ρ(FC(α), γ) ∧ ρ(FC(α′), γ)
– ρ([α&]C, γ) = C if α& ⊆ γ

– ρ([α&]C, γ) = true if α& 6⊆ γ

– ρ([β · β′]C, γ) = ρ([β][β′]C, γ)
– ρ([β + β′]C, γ) = ρ([β]C, γ) ∧ ρ([β′]C, γ)
– ρ([β∗]C, γ) = ρ(C, γ) ∧ ρ([β][β∗]C, γ)
– ρ([C1?]C2, γ) = ρ(C1, γ) ∨ (ρ(C1, γ) ∧ ρ(C2, γ))

We complete here the proof for the correctness of the automaton construction we
have given.

Soundness:Given an accepting run tree(T,V) of AN (C) over a traceσ we prove
that∀x ∈ T a node of the run tree with depth|x| = i, i ≥ 0, labeled byV(x) = Cx

a state of the automaton represented by a formulaCx ∈ FL(C), it is the case that
σ(i..) |= Cx. This implies that alsoσ(0..) |= V(ε) = C, which means that if the
automatonAN (C) accepts a traceσ then the trace respects the initial contractC.

We use induction on the structure of the formulaCx. A formulaC′ is said to be a
subformula ofCx iff C′ ∈ FL(Cx). The induction method says that we have to prove
the property (i.e. the soundness property) for the formulaCx by having as hypothesis
that the property holds for all subformulas ofC.

For the truth formula⊤ it is trivial as⊤ is respected by any trace and thus byσ(i..).
For the other nonrecursive formulas the proof is simple by looking at the definition of
the respecting relation|= between traces and formulas, and at the construction of the
transition relationρ of the automaton. We take a case for each formula construction:
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1. if Cx = C′ ∧ C′′ and we are at depth|x| = i it means that the transition relation is
ρ(C′ ∧ C′′, σ(i)) = ρ(C′, σ(i)) ∧ ρ(C′′, σ(i)). We should understand the transition
relation as follows: because we are in an accepting run tree on σ it means that the
automaton from stateC′∧C′′ acceptsσ(i) iff the automaton acceptsσ(i) from both
statesC′ andC′′. We can apply the induction hypothesis on the subformulasC′ and
C′′ because we know now that there is an accepting run from statesC′ andC′′ on the
remaining traceσ(i..). This means that we get bothσ(i..) |= C′ andσ(i..) |= C′′

which by the semantics it means thatσ(i..) |= C′ ∧ C′′; i.e. the conclusion.
2. for Cx = C′ ∨ C′′ proof is similar as for∧.
3. if Cx = C′⊕C′′ the proof follows the same arguments as before. Consider we are at

depth|x| = i it means that the transition relation isρ(C′⊕C′′, σ(i)) = (ρ(C′, σ(i))∧
ρ(C′′, σ(i))) ∨ (ρ(C′, σ(i)) ∧ ρ(C′′, σ(i))). The intuition for the transition relation
is clear by now; if we know that the automaton acceptsσ(i) from stateC′ ⊕ C′′

then we know that the automaton acceptsσ(i) from stateC′ but it does not accept
σ(i) from stateC′′ (or the other disjunction branch). By inductive reasoning we are
ensured thatC′ holds inσ from point i on, and we are ensured thatC′′ fails from
this point on. By the semantics of⊕ we get thatσ(i..) |= C′ ⊕ C′′. We make the
same reasoning for the other disjunction choice.

4. if Cx = OC′(α&) and we are at depth|x| = i it means that the transition relation
can be of two kinds: firstρ(OC′(α&), σ(i)) = true which, because the run is
accepting, it means thatα& ⊆ σ(i) or α& = σ(i) which from the definition of the
respecting relation we conclude thatσ(i..) |= OC′(α&). The transition relation can
also beρ(OC′(α&), σ(i)) = C′ which because the run is accepting and from the
induction hypothesis we conclude thatσ(i + 1..) |= C′. By following the semantic
definition we conclude thatσ(i..) |= OC′(α&).

5. if Cx = OC′(α · α′) because the run is accepting the rest of the traceσ(i..), then
by the transition relation it means that the automaton also acceptsσ(i..) from both
the stateOC′(α) and from the state[α]OC′ (α′). By the semantics we have that
σ(i..) |= OC′(α · α′).

6. All remaining cases are similar with the exception of the recursion formula[β∗]C.
The transition relation says that the automaton must acceptσ(i..) from stateC and
also from the state[β][β∗]C. Note that the accepting run(T,V) overσ(i..) has finite
branching wheneverβ 6⊆ σ(i). If (T,V) has an infinite branch than this branch
contains[β∗]C infinitely many times. Because of this and the induction hypothesis
we have thatσ(i..) |= [β][β∗]C and from the transition relation and the induction
hypothesis again we have thatσ(i..) |= C. Now from the semantics of[β∗]C we
finish the proofσ(i..) |= [β∗]C.

Completeness:Given a traceσ s.t.σ |= C we prove that the constructed automaton
AN (C) acceptsσ (i.e. there exists a run tree(T,V) of AN (C) over the traceσ).

The proof proceeds by constructing a run tree ofAN (C) which maintains the fol-
lowing invariant:∀x ∈ T with V(x) = Cx thenσ(|x|..) |= Cx. The run has to start in
the initial state of the automaton soV(ε) = C and since we know from the hypothesis
thatσ |= C the invariant is satisfied forε. It is easy to see by the semantics ofCL and
by following the definition ofρ over the composing subformulas ofC that the run can
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always proceed s.t. for a nodex for which the invariant holds the successor nodes all
satisfy the invariant.

We give a few examples: Consider the instances ofρ when it ends up intrue; like
ρ(OC(α&), σ(0)) with α& ⊆ σ(0). It is clear from the semantics thatσ |= OC(α&)
and the run tree is accepting since it goes into atrue transition. For more complicated
formulas likeOC(α′ · α′′) because of the semantics we have thatσ |= OC(α′ · α′′)
implies σ |= OC(α′) andσ |= [α′]OC(α′′). By semantics again, the second relation
givesσ(1..) |= OC(α′′). The run tree must proceed according to theρ function and
thus it can advance one step into the tree by two means: eitherby respecting the first
obligation and thus one of the successors ofε must be labeled by stateOC(α′′), but this
satisfies the invariant. The other is by not satisfying the obligation and thus ending up
in a state labeled by the reparationC. �


